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Welcome to the winter edition of the Safeguarders Panel newsletter. The newsletter is designed to
keep you updated with news about the Safeguarders Panel and the Children’s Hearings System, as
well as highlighting relevant issues. We hope you enjoy reading and, as always, if you have any
questions or comments please get in touch with the team.

Happy New Year

Safeguarders Panel Team - Staff Update

Happy New Year to all safeguarders. As you
will all know, our local engagement event
pilots have begun, with events in Dundee and
Aberdeen having taken place before
Christmas and events in Glasgow, Paisley
and Edinburgh taking place in January. We’ll
be reviewing the pilots to see what might be
improved or changed before taking the next
steps, so if you haven’t been and you can
make Glasgow, Paisley or Edinburgh, please
come along.

Since last time there have been a few more
changes. We have recruited two new Service
Supervisors/Support Managers, Yvonne
Simpson and Fionna Miskelly as well as two
new Administrative Support Assistants, Keira
O’Sullivan and Sarah Coles-Connor. Katie
McNeill is on maternity leave for a year and
Margaret Rintoul is taking early retirement.

Safeguarders Panel Team members are also
taking the online courses on Attachment;
Attunement & Brain Development, with Susan
Zeedyk, highlighted in the CPD Interim Plan
that you will have received at the end of
October. We hope you’ll agree they are
fascinating insights into child development.

Appointments/Allocations
Click here for the latest figures for safeguarder appointments by children’s hearings and
sheriffs across Scotland, from October to
December 2017.

SCRA Locality Reporter Managers
An updated list of SCRA Locality Reporter
Managers including contact telephone
numbers is now available on our webpage.
Further face-to-face training in ‘trauma and
resilience’, ‘impact of parental substance
misuse on children’, ‘report writing’ and
‘communicating with children’ will follow, as
well as revised and updated training on the
role of the safeguarder at court.
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Policy
There is a huge amount happening in policy
and politics this year of interest to safeguarders. Here is a whistle-stop tour of what 2018
will bring:
Forthcoming Legislation










Information Sharing Bill: intended to
address the issues raised in the Supreme
Court relating to the breach of Article 8
rights of the EHRC by elements of Part 4
of the Children and Young People
(Scotland)
Act
2014
relating
to
information sharing. Read Children 1st’s
submission to the consultation here.

Vulnerable Witnesses and Pre-recorded
Evidence Bill covering child witnesses. Other Policy Issues
You can read Children 1st’s response to
 There was a consultation on the delivery
the consultation here and Children 1st
plan
for
Equally
Safe,
(Scottish
continue to be represented on various
Government Violence Against Women
groups relating to child witnesses
and Girls policy), which Children 1st
including a Crown Office and Procurator
responded to. An analysis of the
Fiscal Service (COPFS) Forensics
consultations is available here.
sub-group and a COPFS group about
 The Scottish Government recently anSexual Offences.
nounced that a Youth Commission, set up
Minimum Age of Criminal Responsibility
to investigate issues relating to CAMHS,
Bill, which sets out to raise that age from
will begin its work and the Scottish
8 to 12.
Government will at some point publish a
Family Law Bill which is intended to
Child and Adolescent Health and
include
provisions
on
contact
Wellbeing Action Plan.
arrangements, parental rights and
 The Care Review continues.
responsibilities, access to family support,
More information here.
commission and diligence and a possible
 Together (Scottish Alliance for Children’s
review of the Children and Young
Rights) recently published a
Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 Act (see
State of Children’s Rights Report. The
below).
report highlights key examples of good
Equal Protection Bill being John Finnie
practice in local authorities that have
MSP’s Members Bill to address the issue
taken a rights- based approach.
of ‘justifiable assault’ of children. Children
1st bust some myths here.



Domestic Abuse Bill, which will, to an
extent, address the impact of domestic
abuse on children.



Child Poverty Bill: to include a new
Poverty and Inequality Commission, child
poverty targets and local authority
delivery plans on child poverty.
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Children’s Hearing Improvement

CELCIS website shortly.

Partnership (CHIP) Update

CHIP also heard and discussed update from
the Education and Skills Committee and a
range of other groups and sub-groups.

Latest CHIP meeting was held on 13th
December. CHIP heard an update on the
Information Sharing Bill which was about to
be discussed in Scottish Parliament. Further
to the meeting the Scottish Parliament
agreed the motion to pause Stage 1 so
that the original deadline of 22nd December
2017 for the completion of Stage 1 no
longer applies. The Government are
establishing a panel, to be independently
chaired by Ian Welsh OBE, and that will
include practitioner representation, to
develop a code that is workable,
comprehensive and user friendly.
CHIP heard an update on Better Hearings
and the Tri-Partite Group. Aim is to embed
Better Hearings work in local Children’s
Service Plans and Corporate Parenting
Plans. Work continues to assess this and to
promote this approach.
CHIP heard and discussed a report from Dr
Robert Porter (CELCIS) on Contact
Decisions in the Children’s Hearings
System. This should be available on the

SLAB Legal Aid Rates
As you will be aware, safeguarders seeking
authorisation to instruct a solicitor or
counsel can do so by submitting a request
to the Scottish Government via the
Safeguarders Panel Team. Requests must
include an estimate of legal costs and the
Scottish Government will only consider
authorising estimates submitted in line with
SLAD legal aid rates. SLAB rates for
solicitor and counsel can be found on
SLAB’s website and tables of fees are included within their following webpages:
Fees of solicitors for proceedings in the
sheriff court
Fees of solicitors for proceedings in court of
session
Fees of counsel for proceedings in the court
of session and sheriff court

